
Divine Direction 
A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment 

Introduction 

Those who feel the detrimental impacts of the BlueTooth & 5G frequency first hand have moved 
from lost in conceptual thinking to knowing from feeling as it can be no other way. 
 
Knowing from feeling is to see clearly.  To see clearly from what?  To see clearly from feeling. 
 
Everyone see’s everything but not everyone knows they see everything. 
 
Enlightenment literally means to see clearly. 
 
You see clearly Evian is the best water you can drink from a bottle from feeling the caliber of the 
water instead of utilizing conceptual information about the water.  You feel and thus you know. 
 
 
 
Humans are as Eckhart Tolle has stated, lost in thought, they know little to nothing of feeling nor the 
importance of returning to our natural states. 
 
They have not read The Power of Now, Stillness Speaks & A New Earth by Eckhart Tolle 4 to 8 
times in order to ingrain a Ten Day Caliber Vipassana Meditation Focus Cultivation amount of time 
dedicated to going inside the body and thus do not verify the world around them through felt 
understanding of the body just as we did not feel BlueTooth the entire 24 years we were in the 
computer field. 
 
We went though life as most humans, through thinking and lost unconsciously in thought not 
understanding how to watch our thoughts and be the awareness behind the thoughts, at which 
time you realize you are this awareness you’ve experienced a shift from unconsciousness to pure 
awareness of which is enlightenment. 

You shift away from your thoughts being absolute and ultimately defined to realizing you are the 
silent watching awareness and in this realization return to our natural state of stillness of which is felt 
oneness with being. 
 
This is simply a deep stillness of relaxed being of which is superior to the constant down poor of 
thoughts a human being normally has without knowing how to escape these thoughts and re-
discover within themselves a dimension of stillness of which is ultimately in all human beings 
however because of all of the noise being made by most of humanity, is, ultimately, not being 
experienced in the majority of the human population. 
 
When you are on a phone all day or a computer all day doing something you do not give yourself 
time to experience the liberating state of being done with everything.  The liberating state of letting 
go of everything. 
 
Thus you are as Eckhart Tolle states, the beggar.  Even if you have great wealth you will not exist 
with a sense of satisfaction because you are always labeling a situation as good or bad instead of 
experiencing the silent isness of the situation as the awareness we are. 
 
A sense of detachment.  As describe when Eckhart addresses a bad check of which must be 



dealt with.  Either one calmly sits down to contact the bank, or one is in a state of panic of which 
will never assist a situation. 
 
Most people currently live in a state of lack, not appreciating everything they’re able to do and 
always craving for more. 
 
This inability to stop, relax, and be thankful for everything we have creates a poisonous vibration of 
which impacts everyone around this  poisonous human being which has literally become 99% of 
the human population. 
 
This poisonous vibration could most easily be described as Muludara,, also known as the Root 
Chakra. 
 
99% of humanity is stuck in this Chakra which is of course responsible for lower chakra vibrations 
such as lust and gluttony.  Which of course the inability to resolute control over these self 
destructive temptations will result in a decrease in life force energy because of allowing a lower 
vibration to take over your auric field. 
 
All humans have experienced lust, have you begun to push past this lower vibrational sequence 
pattern? 
 
Do you realize this lower vibrational sequence pattern literally causes propigation of identical said 
sequence pattern? 
 
It’s unable to be seen with human eyes however an be seen with the third eye and is most likely 
described as the fell energy seen on World of Warcraft.  The dark evilish green energy used by 
Guldan.  This lower vibrational energy of hate, lust, gluttony, is the lower vibration that is creating all 
of the insanity currently being seen by the world. 
 
Humans do not realize everyone is the same.  They say things like, we’re all different, we all have 
our own paths in life, we’re all raised a certain way culturally of which is how we’ve been in our 
culture for this long, and so on goes the common misgnomers in thinking everyone is so different. 
 
Science has long ago proven human beings to be 99.99% identical on a genetically molecular 
level.  Human cells are stacked differently, and this creates the different shapes of the face, the 
different hair etc.  However, though each cell is like a brick, all bricks are made of the same 
material. 
 
This is why all humans must change to a Whole Foods Plant Based Diet on a PlantPure Nation 
Caliber. 
 
Humans do not realize everything they’re eating is killing them, and, the humans who are using 
McDonalads type establishments to pump poison into people in order to make money from 
hospitals are creating money of which is tied to a very low vibrating kharmic sequence pattern of 
which not only poisons them but poisons the families around them on a level of which if they 
understood the importance of change they would be more fastidious on creating said change. 
 
 
Numbers do not lie.  When the human being in The Game Changers had cholestoral drop 107 
points in 7 days this one fact alone should have been enough to convince all of humanity to make 
the switch.  However, still to this day you have the Shawn Bakers, Ryan Lawrey and Joe Rogans in 
the world who simply use this as an attempt at arguement. 



However, in divine proportions numbers can not and will not lie as they are the destiny of humanity 
on a divine level. 
 
Math is divine in the most sequence patterned nature. 
 
Mat can not lie ever. 
 
Once a human being accepts the challenge of going on a Whole Foods Plant Based Diet for 30 
days this human will see the difference in how they feel for themselves, they will see a difference in 
any and all numbers for themselves. 
 
There will no longer be a discussion on the matter. 
 
Humans find it hard to believe a fruitarian diet would be good for them when Chimpanzies eat 99% 
bananas and are 9 times stronger than humans. 
 
The first man to create a trillion dollar company on planet Earth was on a fruitarian diet and his 
name is Steve Jobs.  The reason he died was because he was living in a highly Yin energy field 
area known as San Jose of which accueshocks cancer like an inflamitory weapon because of the 
humidity creating an excellent breeding ground for micobiological proliferation, being the reason 
Doc Holiday went to Tombstone in order to find a dryer climate of which would hopefully kill the 
infection. 
 
This is true, had Steve Jobs moved to Yuma for example, the 5% average humidity level would 
most certainly prolonged his cancer proliferation.  He did not in fact die from the sugars in fruit as 
one would initially consider.  The death was from the massive amount of Yin energy created by the 
ocean if one has yet to learn how to meditate and focus control ground this energy through their 
being through 10 Day Caliber Vipassana Awareness Meditation Focus Cultivation type courses. 
 
You can optionally meditate anywhere, however, it is of this amount you would want in order to truly 
go within and recognize your need for nothing more to than fruits to be an absolute fact. 
 
Chimpanzies eat nothing but 99% fruits and they are 9 times stronger than human beings.  This 
creates a massive amount of maluabilty in the body and the sugars create anything and everything 
else the body needs contrary to popular belief. 
 
On a genetic molecular level we are how far away from Chimpanzies?  You believe the inability to 
copy their diet to be productive why? 
 
If then statements are also known as God Statements. 
 
They are absolute like math. 
 
If we are 98% the same DNA as Chimpanzies and we are for a measurable fact, then to copy the 
same 99% banana eating pattern would obviously make a massive amount of sense. 
 
It would also in the human race make a massive amount of power. 
 
Power of which you would soon discover made you super natural in that when someone is dense 
they are literally vibrating at a lower more dense vibration of which is much lower than someone on 
a mono fruitarian diet such eating all bananas. 
 
Someone on the mono fuirtarian diet as described by Dr. Morose’s patients eating nothing but 
grapes for 45 days would be more cleansed than a human who has yet to take this path. 



 
The fact in proof comes from measuring PH Alkalinity frequency utilizing a spectrum analizer or 
urinalisys PH testing. 
 
Either will show without an unequivocal doubt a higher vibration for the ones who have moved 
towards a mono fuitarian diet and those who have been eating lower vibrational foods known as 
negative prana foods. 

Negative Prana foods also known as Tamasic create a lower PH vibration of which can be 
measured. 
 
In other words, if you’re putting poor fule into your body at a company or corporation you are literally 
creating a poor performance work environment in your work place of which can literally be 
measured. 
 
If you have one human being who is eating Jack In The Box caliber food on a regular basis, that 
human beings PH level will literally reflect this lower vibrational mathematical fact of which can be 
measured. 
 
Thus, if health insurance is directly impacted based on how healthy a human being currently exists 
once humans recognize these facts their diets will immediately be changing. 
 
Numbers do not lie.  If health care industries are going to ensure people it will be done based on 
numbers. 
 
Cholestoral dropping 107 points in 7 days as illustrated by The Game Changers is the caliber of 
health you want at your company. 
 
The judgement and clarity of an individual with better health will be higher than that of someone on 
a Jack In The Box diet who can literally be measured to how poor health. 
 
Once more people do these PH tests through spectrum alalizers and urinalisis PH tests, blood 
pressure tests, cholesteral tests and if need be blood tests, again, the numbers will not lie. 
 
If you take a human being who is eating animal products and you take this human being and 
remove animal products from their diet for 30 days, numbers will not lie. 
 
It can be no other way. 
 
This is not a trend, this is not a fad, fads isn’t the reason Vegan food sales went up 8000% last 
year, it is because humanity is becoming enlightened and waking up to the true power of an 
“Oldest Man In America” -XFAC.COM plant based diet.  He out lived his son who was eating meat 
and died in his 80’s. 
 
If numbers do not lie, and, they do not, all health insurance companies would make themselves 
aware of such information and give discounts based on a companies dieting policy. 
 
As, the diet of the employees literally impacts a company there is no reason one should not be 
measured on this mathematic fact. 
 
If you’re vibrating at a lower frequency a company has the right to say, no, we don’t want any Big 
Mac Pounding Monster Drink loving Office Zombie lunatics at our organization. 
 
We’re looking for the Prana Yamma mother fuckers who have found a zen state of mind. 

http://XFAC.COM


 
This is what we as the divine seek to have heard from all organizations at this time. 
 
You will start moving to a Whole Foods Plant Based Prana Yamma Mother Fucker Diet or you will 
continue to destroy yourselves as a human species and continue to exist in a high stress high 
angst environment of which knows of no love, knows of no peace, knows only of panic and has 
zero understanding. 
 
Erin Janus was asked by dairy farmers, what do we do now then if we shouldn’t be doing dairy? 
 
Quite simply you read about how Ann Wigmore turned her hair from grey back to it’s natural color 
by eating Sprouted Quinoa and you can go read all about how it happened or just do it and 
change the color of your hair back from eating Whole Foods with a massive scale of health 
nutrition. 
 
These are the individuals you want at your company.  As many weaker, lower vibrational human 
beings will state, this is discrimination.  This is simply their pain bodies as described by Eckhart 
Tolle & What The Bleep Do We Know!? lower vibrational parasites shaking in their bodies out of the 
fear of cutting out a Jack In The Box diet of which they are currently addicted. 
 
This is not discrimination, it is a fact, if you are on a Jack In The Box diet your numbers will not be 
the same of a human in equal proportion who is on a Whole Foods Plant Based diet. 
 
This study can be done between two human beings and the facts will always be the same. 
 
This is what you could call Universal Law. 
 
Divine Physics 
 
Physics are divine, they are constant, they are unbreakable and unbendable until through massive 
meditation you begin to learn how to bend and brake them.  Even then, 1 + 1 will be 2. 
 
When you are on a Whole Foods Plant Based diet these numbers after 30 days will be un-
refutable. 

Science does not lie, science is divine all the time. 
 
Science proves the numbers of which can not and will not lie on all levels after going on a Whole 
Foods Plant Based Diet. 
 
So to this absolute fact we suggest all humans see for themselves how they feel. 
 
See for themselves if there is a change in cholesterol. 
 
See for themselves if there is a change in blood pressure. 
 
See for themselves if there is a change in PH levels. 
 
There will be each and every time when you understand how all things in the universe work in 
vibrations. 
 
As the Redondo Beach Music store says, there are two types of people in this world, those who 
are lower vibrational forms of life of which cry constantly even when they are monetarily rich about 
how they can’t get no satisfaction and those who know love is all you need. 



 
Knowing love is all you need is literally a higher form of vibration because it puts one instantly into 
the most lucrative state on the planet, and, that vibration is known as gratitude. 
 
When you are hiking from Sam’s Club to a camp site several miles away carrying a 12 pack box of 
Evian with a smile on your face for the opportunity to be able to do so then you have entered this 
state of gratitude and have aligned yourself with the power of the now. 
 
You have accepted that which is and are glad for the opportunity to exorcise the demons. 
 
Hence the etymology of the word. 
 
This state of vibration is the vibrational state of champions. 
 
Champions who are challenging themselves not to compete with other human beings, but, to 
realize the battle is inside a human being and to be at peace while continuing the path of salvation. 
 
 
To realize it’s not a battle at all, it’s simply a path of which will bring one to a state of enlightenment. 
 
If you eat nothing but a Jack In The Box diet then you will be filled with this lower vibration of which 
will take from you massive amounts of life force to overcome of which however can be overcome 
however is a futile existence of waste in resources from thinking your growing strong by doing so, 
you are not, you are growing weaker from having to overcome such a massive amount of lower 
vibrations of which makes it not worth having to do on a consistent basis. 
 
It would make more sense to simply abstain from eating lower vibration food and interacting with 
lower vibrational frequencies. 
 
Once you read The Power of Now, Stillness Speaks & A New Earth it brain washes you. 
 
Your brain is so crispy and squeaky clean you understand had you not read all of the books a 
minimum of 4 to 8 times you might not have fully understood the books and been able to garner 
the felt understanding. 
 
You realize the books literally in a Don Miguel Ruiz For Noble Agreements literally cleansed all words 
coming out of your mouth because you realized other words are of a lower vibration of which 
detrimentally impact your auric field and the auric field of other human beings around you as well. 
 
So you understand that which is needed for all human beings to experience the same in order to 
erase the old programming in the brain with the new buddhist type approach to life of which is 
found in the essence of all religion. 
 
Inner Peace 
 
The peace of which surpass all understanding. 
 
Not being moved by losing a big game. 
 
Not being moved by winning a big game. 
 
Simply at a state of peace while facilitating a function of form. 
 
Able to turn around with impunity and continue world domination on a grand scale. 



 
In other words, to not celebrate the success of the game, but, to be content with honoring the 
process of that which brought the current state to fruition and thus being able to continue this state 
of bringing ones self to a new state of physical health. 

Again, numbers do not lie, when you embrace a Whole Foods PlantPure Nation Based Diet you will 
see the numbers changing for yourself, you will know physical health for yourself. 
 
The planet can not help but cut out all animal products, science will prove for a fact numbers do 
not lie. 
 
Thus all insurance companies because their bottom line consists of numbers will implement the 
purchasing of food products based on a weight scale of which when consumed literally increases 
your insurance rates and or lowers them. 

This is how the “Vegan Agenda” can not be stopped, because, as long as numbers do not lie, and, 
they do not, animal products in each class and category of Sattvic foods verses lower vibrational 
foods of Rajasic and even heavier Tamasic foods will literally provide three different categories of 
numbers to the math professional of which can not be denied. 
 
When this is more widly known, when this is more widely understood to be factual information, the 
system will be in place and more human beings will embrace a Vegan Whole Foods Plant Based 
Diet more than history on planet Earth has ever known or seen in a shift in thousands of years. 
 
Already in 2018 Vegan foods saw a sore of 8000% for a SPECIFIC REASON. 
 
The Age of Aquarius changed from Piscies on 12/21/12 when our sun aligned with Sagittarius A. 
 
This jump from an ultra low vibration of which allows a lot of wiggle room when taking massive 
destruction drugs such as meth, cocane or cigarettes was abruptly changed to a MASSIVE 
increase of The Color Purple vibration of which is why you’ve heard to set your background as 
purple to be more productive. 
 
This is because purple is the crown chakra known as Sahasrara and consists of the vibration of all 
knowing information. 
 
To move from an ultra low vibration where there is a lot of wiggle room for self destructive drug 
users means that wiggle room is mostly gone and they are either off those drugs or their bodies are 
taking upon them now massive destructive damage of which will evident and obvious to those 
looking upon that which does not look upon itself. 
 
You could also more easily get away with more Tamasic foods such as the Jack In The Box lifestyle 
in the previous age than you could in the now current age which is why we have seen this 8000% 
shift in numbers. 
 
Age of Aquarius being the Age of Information, specifically Information Technology of which has 
propagated through the internet that of which is exuded by the Age of Aquarius, knowledge thus 
humanity has learned about things such as chakras and that of which is tied to such things at a 
massive rate of speed, those, a massive amount of the human population has begun to embrace a 
Vegan Whole Foods Plant Based Diet in order to sustain what they know to be a more healthy 
frequency than before. 
 
Birds are starting to flock another more healthy direction. 



Thus in closing, if you find yourself lost in life and don’t know what to do, read The Power of Now, 
Stillness Speaks & A New Earth 4 to 8 times while at the same time Embracing A Vegan Whole 
Foods Plant Based Diet and you will experience transformation in a way only the water from Evian 
could ever understand. 
 
You will bring yourself to a state of health and wellness transformation in a way you would have 
never been able to understand. 
 
Vegan is not a choice, it is an evolutionary path humans will take or die from heart failure as 
illustrated on The Game Changers and fail to evolve. 
 
Eckhart Tolle says, Evolve or Die, this is now the stark choice presented to humans. 
 
It’s not stark however, cutting out animal products as someone who lived in Dallas Texas and ate 
Dickie’s BBQ has found out, cutting out animal products feels more better than before. 
 
When you feel more better than before on a permanent basis for six months straight, you will the 
caliber of that six months on a Whole Foods Vegan Plant Based Diet you know it can never be 
changed. 
 
You know it is truth. 
 
You know it is law. 
 
Universal physics law can not be changed.  You will either adhere to a Whole Foods Vegan Plant 
Based Diet or you will become extinct and die. 
 
The numbers will not lie. 

In closing, take our word for it, or, like Levar Burton, don’t take our word for it, find out for yourself 
and the numbers will not lie.


